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HOME >> RENDERING

Maintaining the physical appearance and integrity of your property is essential
From minor repair work to a full property render. No matter what your property needs WeatherGuard Home Solutions can help.

✓ Repair your rendering to an as new condition
✓ Ensure your walls are weatherproofed
✓ Restore the overall appearance of your home
✓ Maintain or significantly increase the overall value of your home or property
✓ Reduce any ongoing maintenance to your render

Disadvantages of render
Rendering is popular because of its durability and
attractive appearance, however, it is not immune to
damage and can crack and blister quite easily.

Why does render need repairing?
Overtime the build up of water and the cyclical
temperature changes will cause small cracks to turn into
major problems which are both costly and difficult to fix.
However most common cause of cracking and bulging,
however, tends to be frost action on moisture trapped
between the render and the wall. This is why small
hairline cracks should be sealed when they first develop,
otherwise water penetrating through can freeze and
expand, blowing the render surface loose — resulting in
even larger cracks. Cracking due to shrinkage can also
develop where the original render mix was too strong.

Why is it important to repair render?
As soon as you notice a crack in your rendering, however
small, you should make a point of getting it fixed as
quickly as possible. The smallest of cracks in the render
will allow water to seep into the underlying structure
and will eventually cause damage.

WeatherGuard’s rendering services
WeatherGuard's rendering service ensures your home
is fit and ready to fight against the great British weather
prolonging the life of you property.
Why not combine our rendering services with our highly
durable coloured masonry protection paint and never
paint again! With the choice of 12 different colours.

COLOURED MASONRY PROTECTION PAINT

COLOURED MASONRY
PROTECTION PAINT PDF
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